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Are all Afghans terrorist and wild Nation, 
that a dictator will be needed?? 

 
The Nation of each sovereign and independent country has the right to 
determine its future by itself, unfortunately the Nation of Afghanistan is 
suffering and destroying its country through the selected sold people since 
30 years. Some people pointed out, that Afghanistan needs such dictatorial 
personality like martyr Mohammad Daoud, he had positive intention for the 
Nation and for the country, but we have to be honest and fair to say, that 
it is no enough to have just positive intentions, it needs more than these, 
a patriot and national personality will never cooperate with sold people, 
unfortunately he did it, he carried out his coup with support of communists, 
in fact he opened the door for the blooding disaster in country. 

 
Communists used all possible barbaric actions to be Afghanistan a Republic 
of former UdSSR, they killed lot of innocent people and destroyed the 
country,  both fractions tried to demonstrate their slave style to former 
UdSSR, this why appeared among them conflicts, at the end they used even the 
intrigues of ethnic and languages and they transfered their power  to an 
other type of sold groups base on language intrigues. The Nation was 
confronted between 1992 and 1996 with those sold barbaric people, they 
killed common people and destroyed the city of Kabul totally. After those 
groups appeared an other group with the support of former Ex-King and USA, 
they turned the country to the Stone Age and insulted public the women, it 
existed security, but the future of country was unknown. It happened the 
Attacks in USA 2001, many innocent people was killed, those attacks was the 
reason for USA, EU and other countries to enter into Afghanistan with the 
slogans " we are bringing into country peace, security, freedom, prosperity 
and to eliminate the terrors" , they wanted to carry out these jobs with 
their selected  people, who was known as criminals, killer, corrupted and 
sold people. All Afghans are witness now, that those countries started blind 
bombing the country, killed lot of innocent people, they put innocent people 
into jails, they insulted the Nation, it is going on still. 
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North alliance played its treacherous game, they tried to mark all Pashtuns 
as Taliban, but at same time they united with Pashtunen to ³ Alliance of 
Nation², we have in government and in parliament all type of killer, in fact 
those countries blocked the patriots to act for establishing peace, 
security, freedom in country and give it to the Nation the hope of 
prosperity. 

 
It appeared the voice of UK diplomat and he announced, that Afghanistan can 
be controlled only by dictator,  this slogan is circulating among the 
Afghans now, those Afghans are using critic on present government, 
parliament and foreigner countries, but at the same time they are running 
behind such dictated announcement and to make it as main subject. So far the 
Afghans will not respect each other, it will never stop the foreigner 
influences. 

 
Further we know it very well, that all so called political groups are known 
as sold groups by Nation, the Nation has very bitter experiences with those 
groups, it can be not, that some sold people insist on it, that the copy 
democracy style has to be establish in Afghanistan too, the Nation of 
Afghanistan has own history, has own culture and tradition, no body can 
ignore it and no body has to ignore it. 

 
W know it too, if some one be put on president chair, then this guy will 
keep this chair as inheritance, we saw it by communists( they killed each 
other  for it and it was used the force of former UdSSR  to bring sold slave 
Karmel at the end) artificial Mullah Rabbani  and now Mr. Karzai is trying 
to clamp on it. North Alliance see it as its right to occupy this chair, all 
of them are using all available possibility to occupy this chair, even with 
intrigues  and supporting of foreigner countries, but some educated people 
can not realize it, that the playing of such dirty games for them is 
betrayal on Nation, Tajiks are suffering because of north Alliance, Hazaras 
are suffering because of Wahdat  leaders, Uzbeks are suffering because of 
killer Dostum, Pashtunen are suffering because Pashtun communists,, Hikatyar 
group, Taliban, Afghan Mellat  and installed government, every where are 
bombing the Pashtun areas, why Mr. Karzai started  to appear his voice now? 
( because of election!?), why Afghan Mellat is quit?  Mr. Atmar was Khalqi, 
where is his voice? Mr. Faroq Wardag and Mr. Khuram belong to Gulbudeen 
group, where is their voice? It is shameful, that such Pashtunen  are making 
for them positive propaganda and those did it for Taliban at that time too. 

 
All patriot Afghans should learned bitter lesson from the 30 years disaster, 
so far the foreigner countries put their own selected people and to act as 
ruler in country, it will never come to the country peace, security and hope 
of future prosperity. 

 
The Nation of Afghanistan has qualified, honest national patriot 
personalities, they will never play a dirty game between the ethnic and they 
will never let to be use the intrigue of languages, they are using pressure 
on those countries to bring their selected criminals and corrupted people to 
international court, because those country made them and those countries 
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are supporting them, they have to stop bombing and killing innocent people. 
It is not acceptable to come to the country for destroying the Taliban and 
later on are saying, no we want to bring them back and share with them 
power.  It is appearing question now, why many innocent people have lost 
their life, destroyed and contaminate the country?   Why we have communists, 
setami Milli, Maoists, Afghan Mellat, communists and sold artificial Mullahs 
including the selected people by Mr. Bush, if the Taliban join those 
horrible groups, then it will get the disaster perfect stage and we will 
have more anarchy, chaos and it will start ethnic conflict official and 
Russian, Iran, China and Pakistan will intensify their dirty games more. The 
Nation of Afghanistan does not need a dictator( it does not exist a good 
dictator and bad dictator, dictator is a dictator), Afghanistan need a 
patriot and national professional manager, coordinator with having the 
capability to make solid decisions and around him/her qualified, honest 
personalities and to see  all ethnic as united Nation, it is possible, if 
all Afghans will avoid to be use by those sold groups and realize the actual 
responsibility against the Nation. 

 
All Afghans should unit themselves in honest way, then it is possible to 
appear among them patriot and national and honest leadership!!! 
 
 

  
 

 


